Silky smooth running – unbelievable power.

The new, compact random orbit sanders from Bosch.

The right random orbit sander for everyone!

The new Compact Generation of Bosch random orbit sanders is handier and lighter – while still providing the accustomed high level of performance. For proficient do-it-yourselfers and experts: the tools in the new Compact Generation are always the right choice, and they are tailored to precisely meet your personal needs. Make your choice!

The advantages of the new Compact Generation random orbit sanders from Bosch:

- Optimum handling due to **compact design** and **low weight**.
- Effortless completion of every task – with **Bosch Electronic** in both models.
- Minimal vibration and ergonomically shaped handles with **softrip**.
- Clean sanding with minimal dust due to **Microfilter** System.
- Quick and easy sanding sheet changes due to **Bosch Paper Assistant**.

The PSB impact drills and PST jigsaws are already available as the new Compact Generation.
NEW: Compact power for all surfaces.

Powerful for sanding off paint
Delicate for preparing and finishing
Flexible for curved surfaces
Powerful for polishing

Particularly powerful for sanding off paint
Delicate for preparing and finishing
Flexible for curved surfaces
Powerful for polishing
The easiest sanding paper changes:
The Bosch Paper Assistant and the Velcro-type fastening system make it easier than ever to change the sanding paper. The new Bosch Paper Assistant makes it very easy to accurately attach the sanding paper to the sanding pad. The Velcro-type fastening system ensures a secure hold.

The integrated Microfilter System conveys the dust at high speed directly through the sanding sheet and sanding pad into the ribbed filter. The box can be emptied quickly and easily, so it can be used continuously.

The result: clean workplace, clean air – clean results!

Dust-free working – even without a vacuum cleaner.
The Universal random orbit sander from Bosch stands out because it delivers reliable performance while also having a particularly compact design, and it provides a universal range of applications.
Endless possibilities. One machine.

**PEX 300 AE: The effortless way to a perfect surface.**

Are you planning larger projects and want to quickly perform all-round applications? Then the new **Universal random orbit sander** from Bosch is exactly the right tool for you: **compact design**, low weight, outstanding handling and optimum **user comfort** for controlled sanding and polishing.

---

**Ideal for projects such as:**
- Sanding down windows, doors and furniture
- Sanding down wall/ceiling panels
- Polishing surfaces

**Bosch Electronic:**
- Continuously variable speed preselection for material-specific working.
- Minimal vibration and ergonomically shaped handles with **softgrip** for comfortable working.

---

- Easy attachment and removal of accessories due to **Velcro-type fastening system**.
- The **Bosch Paper Assistant** ensures that the sanding sheet is changed effortlessly within seconds.
- The **Microfilter** System enables you to work very cleanly and with minimal dust.
The Expert random orbit sander from Bosch is a high-power tool that helps you to master even the toughest of jobs.

Always the right choice – the Bosch Compact Generation.
For do-it-yourselfers with the highest demands.

PEX 400 AE: Sanding of the highest order.

Do your complex renovation projects set the highest requirements with regard to precision, power and convenience? Then the new Expert random orbit sander from Bosch is exactly the right tool for you: compact design, low weight, outstanding handling and optimum user comfort for controlled sanding and polishing.

**Ideal for projects such as:**
- Sanding down windows, doors and furniture
- Sanding down wall/ceiling panels
- Polishing surfaces
- Sanding/polishing small boats
- Outdoor sanding projects

- **Bosch Electronic:** Continuously variable speed preselection for material-specific working.
- Minimal vibration for safe and comfortable working.
- Extremely robust due to reinforced aluminium housing.
- Particularly good handling due to auxiliary handle and ergonomically shaped handles with softgrip.

- Easy attachment and removal of accessories due to Velcro-type fastening system.
- The Bosch Paper Assistant ensures that the sanding sheet is changed effortlessly within seconds.
- The Microfilter System enables you to work very cleanly and with minimal dust.
Contents: the new robust Compact carrying case, a sheet of random orbit sanding paper (Red Wood, grit of 80) and the Paper Assistant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PEX 300 AE</th>
<th>PEX 400 AE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power input</strong></td>
<td>270 W</td>
<td>350 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sanding pad diameter</strong></td>
<td>125 mm</td>
<td>125 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orbital stroke rate, min. – max.</strong></td>
<td>4,000 – 24,000 opm</td>
<td>4,000 – 21,200 opm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bosch Electronic</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eccentricity</strong></td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td>2.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auxiliary handle</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bosch Microfilter System</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aluminium housing</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine weight</strong></td>
<td>1.5 kg</td>
<td>1.9 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Accessories selection for PEX 300 AE and PEX 400 AE.

- **Sanding paper**
  - Removing material: K 40 / 60
  - Preparing/finishing: K 80 to K 240

- **Sanding pads**
  - Hard: 2 609 256 B61
  - Soft: 2 609 256 B62
  - Extra soft: 2 608 601 126

- **Polishing attachments**
  - Lambswool bonnet: 2 609 256 049
  - Polishing felt: 2 609 256 054
  - Polishing sponge: 2 609 256 051

- **Paper Assistant**
Want to find even more ideas?

Visit www.bosch-do-it.com to find inspirational ideas about home improvement and design. There you will not only find hints and tips on work commonly done around the house, but also construction guides for extraordinary design objects and, of course, up-to-date and comprehensive information about all Bosch DIY tools.